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Throne defense madden 20



While offenses are usually what get the most attention from Madden, good defense can really be the key to picking up wins. With that in mind, we break all the top defenses in Madden's NFL 20 and explain what makes them so great. The Texans and Bears are coming out on top as the best teams, both
with 88 overall ratings. After that, most defenses seem to hit point parity because there are 20 teams between 80 overall and 84 overall. When you consider averages, they're all pretty similar to each other. MADDEN 20 REVIEW: Good, poor and new EA SportsContentsMadden 20 team defense
ratingsTeam DEFENSE RATING Texans 88 Bears 88 Cowboys 86 Rams 86 Draws 86 Patriots 84 Packers 84 Eagles 84 Chargers 84 Ravens 84 Broncos 84 Saints 82 Falcons 82 Browns 82 Panthers 82 49ers 82 Titans 82 Jaguars 82 Steelers 80 Seahawks 80 Lions 80 Redskins 80 Jets 80 Cardinals
80 Bills 80 Colts 78 Chiefs 78 Bengals 78 Raiders 74 Buccaneers 74 Giants 72 Dolphins 72 What is the best defense of madden 20? TexansHouston is a fun defensive team to play in the Madden 20, because of edge rushers J.J. Watt (97) and Jadeveon Clowney (92). They each rank as the team's top
defensive players, and Clowney's 87 speed makes him a dangerous weapon. Add strong secondary players like Justin Reid (84), Johnathan Joseph (83) and Tashaun Gipson (82) and you have a solid team. The BearsChicago defense is anchored by one of the 99 club members: LOLB Khalil Mack. His
89 speed makes him a fun pass-rushing option, and his other skills make him a useful linebacker. He'd be good in real life, too. The Bears are also assisted by strong secondary Eddie Jackson (91), Kyle Fuller (89), Prince Amukamara (81) and Ha Ha Clinton-Dix (80) on the roster. Cowboys, Rams,
Vikings Those three teams have the same defensive rating, but if I had to pick one to play it would be the Rams. Aaron Donald is the best overall player on all these teams as a member of 99 clubs. But if you want a well-rounded defense, then the Vikings have a way to go with five players with 85 or
higher-rated defense. MORE: Full list of top players in Madden 20, by position What is the worst defense to use in Madden 20? DolphinsDolphins are really bad because they also show up to the worst offensive teams to use. Miami is not Xavien Howard, who is a star in real life, but his Madden 20 rating
(83) is much lower than many expected. He is one of three Dolphins defenders with a more than 80 rating, giving this team very little to work with. GiantsLike dolphins, the Giants have just three players on defense with an 80+ rating. And two players are 80. There aren't too many players in this team to
excite users, which is probably why the rating is so low. The Buccaneers, RaidersBucs and Raiders tie for third-worst defense of the game, but they're a little more fun to play than the Giants and Dolphins. Tampa Bay has 90 overall players linebacker Lavonte David and decent pass rush guys like
Ndamukong Suh (85), Vita Vea (80), Jason Pierre-Paul (78) and Shaquil Barrett (77). The problem with Tampa, however, is that its secondary is abhorable. On the flip end, the Raiders secondary is what makes them a somewhat good choice. Every year, Madden tries to make his gameplay increasingly
immersive. One of the biggest advances in recent years is the ability to adjust your plays to both offense and defense while pre-snap. They've been a part of Madden since 2015, but every year they get more complicated and become more important to the game. Whether you're a franchise player or a
MUT grinder, you need to know what they're doing to achieve their best play. Pre snap adjustment is one of the key elements that will elevate players to accidental success. Some players make hundreds of adjustments before each snap, it's a continuous learning process through each game. Below we
have looked at all the defensive adjustments you can make. When you are in the game, have chosen to play, you will see your players in a series of scrimmage. Pressing Right Stick (RS) on opens the following option; Audible - RS then X/ Square After you have chosen to play, you can change your mind
or see something crime you want to avoid. Maybe you've sent the receiver into motion, or you realize that you've chosen something wrong but don't want to use timeout. The X/Square button opens some options to make the play a small selection of other plays. This usually includes at least 1 blitz, 1
standard man cover, 1 standard zone cover and 1 deep pass prevention defense. You can move through different sub formations using the right and left D-pad, but these are limited. If you understand that, you can actually pre-determine what you want them to be. Position adjustment – RS then relative
positioning button Remember, these customizations change the whole group of players, but you can't be a great player without taking the time to learn below. Be especially careful about guessing plays - which we've talked about before. Defensive Keys (All Defenders) - LB/ L1Guess Pass - Press RS Up.
It overrides all play recognition stats looking to run - all players play pass. High risk, high reward. Guess Run to Side - Press RS left / right (depending on think). It overrides all the play recognition stats looking for a pass or run down the middle - all the players playing run on the side you think. Very high
risk, very high reward. I think run in the middle - Press RS Down. It overrides all play recognition stats looking for a pass or run outside - all players playing crash in the middle of the OL line. Very very high risk, very high reward. Option QB - Press A/X. or Option RB - Press X/Square. This creates a
defense to avoid variant runs and predicts what player to focus on in the end. QB containing - RB/R1. It sends outside rushers even more wide; this reduces their chances of getting a sack, but increases the prevention of QB scrambling through rushing yards. Must accept the likes of Lamar
Jackson.Secondary - Y/TriangleAnna Pillow - Press LS Up. It moves the secondary (Cornerbacks and Safeties) beyond the line of scrimmage. This allows for the benefits underneath, but makes deep passes more difficult. Show Blitz - Press LS to the left. This makes the secondary move line scrimmage
as if they are blitzing. The key word is the show. It's not quite a blitz play. Base Align - press LS to the right. It moves players to base position in defense, which ignores what the offense has done. It can be used to confuse the opposition. Press - press ls down. This makes the secondary move closer to the
receivers before the snap. This makes shorter passes harder, but opens them up when they are very fast wr. Individual – press A/X. It allows you to do all of the above but towards a specific receiver. You can guess half the shadow - which means guessing where the ball will be thrown. Quick adjusting –
Press y/triangle. This is a quick way to make an individual adjustment. There's as much as this list to choose from. Above - Press RS Up. It's similar to Anna's pillow option, but instead of moving, secondary just predicts that there is a place where the ball goes and plays for that purpose. Off - Press RS
Right. This makes the secondary plan outside the pass. On - Press RS TO THE LEFT / . That's the inner passport of the secondary plan. All - Press RS down. This makes the secondary plan a short pass such as a ramp or drag route. Sticks - Press LB/L1. This makes it secondary to give some cushion,
but protect the first down marker. They promise things shorter than 10 meters, but then keep your coverage there. Man Align - Press RB/R1. This is the opposite base align, even zone secondary stands opposite your man. Sometimes it's good for coverage of the cover-up zone. The defensive line - left d
padspread - press LS up. This makes the defensive line spread out, making them better by rushing the passer wide, but can leave them open to run in the middle. Shift line left/right - press LS left/right (depending on selection). It moves the DL either way, if guessing it can fight the equivalent shift of OL.
Pinch - press LS down. This makes the DL tighter for a run in the middle. But running or passing outwards can cause problems. Quick Adjust - Press left Dpad. This is a quick way for individual adjustments for DL.Slant Outside - Press RS Up. This makes the DL the goal of their rush around outside ol.
Sloping left/right - Press RS left/right (depending on selection). This makes the DL the goal of their rush half OL to choose from. Ramp On - Press RS Down. This makes the DL aim through them in the middle of ol. Linebackers - Right D PadSpread - Press LS Up. This will disband the defensive line,
making them passage wide, but can leave them to run open in the middle. Shift line left/right - press LS left/right (depending on selection). It moves the DL either way, if guessing it can fight the equivalent shift of OL. Pinch - press LS down. This makes LB tighter for a run in the middle. But running or
passing outwards can cause problems. Quick Adjust - Press left Dpad. This is a quick way to make individual adjustments to LB. Zone All - Press RS Up. All LBs are changing to protect the zone. LOLB/ROLB Blitz - Press RS left/right (depending on selection). Depending on the selection, OLB becomes a
blitzerBlitz All - Press RS Down. All LBs are attacking QB. Individual adjustment - RS then A/ X If you want to make an individual nipple, you need to select that player by pressing these buttons. Depending on your players' position it provides a variety of options that are very similar to the above. One of
the most important is Man Coverage (RS up and select the receiver you want to cover), and it allows you to double the team when the opposition is heavily relying on one player. Also for those who run the QB lot, QB Spy (RS left) has a big advantage. When the play works, press RS again and that the
player will begin his pursuit. Don't forget to wait until the QB is out of pocket and not protected. Protected.
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